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With other texts written at either too high or too low a level, this book meets the needs of PTA

students for usable, understandable pathology related to clinical application. Extensively illustrated,

this book allows students to more easily comprehend and maintain interest in otherwise complicated

pathological processes. The fourteen chapter format effectively fits within a chapter per week course

structure, or each chapter may be used as a stand alone module within any course.And as your

students prepare to graduate, encourage them to keep this book to use as a clinically relevant

reference as practicing PTAs!
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This book is full of information, examples, charts, and helpful pictures; however, the book reads like

a repetitive run on sentence. You also get a massive amount of information in a section that has

little to do with the topic then the next topic is exactly that useless bit from the last topic cut and

pasted. An editor would be nice. As well as bold terms with defined definitions. It is also hard to find

information because of the lack of bold terms. Hard to look back and find information in the book as

well without having to reread a whole chapter or section of a chapter.

Transaction was fine. The text appears as a series of copy and pasting entries as many phrases

repeat one another, sometimes within the same paragraph. It covers a TON of content, so



specificity suffers, but the editors could have consolidated many statements throughout. Also, more

diagrams will help the reader. This book relies too heavily on straight text. Still, as a quick reference

and not a definitive guide, this book suits its purposes.

Great book and very informative

As expected

good book but few errors

This book flows very well and is easy to read. I really like how it has the pathologies bolded

throughout the chapter.

This textbook is filled with tons of information. Not too much detail but touches on many different

areas and gives great pointers to PTA's.

In an educational book like this, an index is necessary. This book is packed with information that

can't easily be accessed.
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